To confirm the association between genetic clusters and ecological associations, we performed a multinomial regression analysis in the 'nnet' package (v.7.3-9) [1] in R [2] in which individuals were weighted based on their highest q value. Model selection was based on Akaike's information criterion (AIC) [3] . The best fit model using multinomial regression included both (water) depth and sector as the main influences on genetic clustering (Table S5 .1; McFadden's pseudo-R 2 value = 0.45). Cluster 1 and 4 individuals were disproportionately caught in deeper water and mid-depths respectively, whereas clusters 2, 3 and 5 typically occupied shallow water (Fig 1C, Table S5 .2). Cluster 1 was captured predominantly in sectors E9, W3 and W4, clusters 2 and 3 in sector W3 and W4, cluster 4 in sector W3, and cluster 5 in sector E11. However, individuals from each cluster were captured in almost every sector except E12 and E7 wherein only one individual per sector was captured.
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